
ITCO Meeting Notes 
9-14-12 
 
Present: Steve Carr, Tiff Adkins, Sam Birk, Betsy Berry, Karen Van Gorder, Scott Vitz 
 
ACITAS Blackboard Learn Evaluation Project 
--survey questions drafted in June meeting of the sub-committee headed by Cheryl  Truesdell 
--wiki created by Steve to support committee work 
 
Sam added that Purdue’s instance of Blackboard was down at the start of the semester. IPFW’s use of 
Blackboard has increased over the previous iteration. Our use is 60-70% of faculty. These facts should be 
part of IPFW’s evaluation of Blackboard Learn. (Note that we are using Blackboard in the cloud.) 
 
Steve observed that IPFW must go along with whatever Blackboard wants to charge since there are no 
other feasible alternatives for IPFW. Sakai and open source is the only viable alternative and IPFW does 
not have the additional personnel with the needed expertise to support that alternative.  
 
Scott said that a building block permitting a “student view” will be integrated in a new Blackboard 
Service Pack this weekend. Blackboard has indicated that this will not have an impact on the cost of our 
Blackboard services. 
 
The purpose of the evaluation project is to have concrete data to support/defend IPFW’s decision to 
purchase its own Blackboard services. Karen distributed draft copies of the survey questions. The survey 
will be one piece of the study. Committee members volunteered opinions as to the nature and wording 
of the survey questions. Steve said that the survey should provide faculty with the opportunity to 
express their candid opinions. Gail remembered that ITCO members had volunteered to assist ACITAS 
with this project, should ACITAS request that. 
 
IPFW’s contract with Bb is up in 2014. Renegotiating may begin in summer 2013, it is believed. Scott said 
he will confirm this time frame. If so, ACITAS will have to pick up the pace on this project.  
 
Troy Bassett, ENGL, is in charge of convening ACITAS, and that committee will hopefully meet this 
month. Gail encouraged Scott to contact Troy about participating. 
 
IT Services Strategic plan 
Committee members will pick out items from the ITCO draft prepared in April 2009 for next meeting. 
Gail will send these items on to Bob Kostrubanic for inclusion in the new plan. 
 
iPad/#mobileEDU report 
Two new cohorts--primarily in freshman classes, cohort is made up of Tenured, Tenure-track, and LTLS 
and GTAs . Includes Com 114, Psy 120, Engl 131.  
 
We are moving toward having sections in which students are required to have iPads. In spring there will 
be 11+ sections that will require an iPad. Students must rent or purchase an iPad. Student gov’t has 
rented out 110 iPads this semester. These were gone by the Thursday before class. $50 semester. 
Student gov’t is exploring rent to own. Monies  from purchase would help it buy more iPads to rent. 
 



There is also a cohort of 30 honors students who have been provided with iPads and that is very actively 
using the devices. 
 
IT Services working on being able to support peer-peer iPad networking in the classroom while meeting 
network security criteria. Working with Interisis (our wireless provider) and we have a small scale 
solution. Work continues on scaling up. 
 
iPAD in the classroom in 5 courses with small enrollments in which students are also provided iPads. 
These faculty have submitted IRB protocols to formally study the impact of using the iPads.  
 
Student app development club.  IPFW Events is a free app in the app store. Students partnered with the 
NIC. 
 
John Niser and Martha Coussement have published an ebook for their course using iAuthor. It is called 
Introduction to Electronic Distribution for Hotel Management and costs $2.99. 
 
IncludED 
Under this agreement the Follett’s bookstore works out with publishers, if the faculty adopts a 
publisher’s content, the cost is added to tuition bill and access accorded on the first day of class. (This 
“included” feature is available for both print and electronic content.) Eliminates complicated registration 
for access issues. Access issues were a particular problem in Math lower level courses. My MathLab now 
in place under the includEd program. Over 1800 students put into this program with only 9 issues this 
fall. Materials (both print and electronic) are cheaper. Negotiated prices represent 50-60% discount. 
Access ebooks through Blackboard. Positive student acceptance. Many freshman level courses. IPFW 
first in country to implement adoption of includED. 
 
ITCO FAQs future and ITCO projects were tabled until the next meeting on October 1 at 10 am in ET 206. 
 
 
 
 



ITCO Meeting Notes 
10-1-12 

 
Present: Jens Clegg, Sam Birk, Barry Dupen, Steve Carr, Betsy Berry, Beth Iserman, Gail Rathbun, Sott Vitz 
 
Recommendations for IT Services’ Strategic Plan 
All ITCO members were emailed a copy of the April 2009 recommendations that ITCO made to It Services. 
 
Barry emphasized the need for IT Services to ask faculty first when considering classroom technology 
purchases and the arrangement of that technology in the classroom. From our discussion, it was clear that 
there are multiple perspectives on the placement of screens, whiteboards, smartboards, and projectors, as 
well as on the need, or lack of need, of equipment like document cameras (Elmos).  
 
The main point is that there is still not built into our campus culture attitudes and processes that allow the 
academic side of the institution a way to provide input to the process of selecting and implementing 
instructional technologies in a timely and effective manner. We have technology committees made up of 
staff and faculty that could provide some input, but we can’t rely solely on these small groups to collect and 
communicate the needs and concerns of departments and colleges, as Steve pointed out. IT Services should 
give priority to finding ways to continuously and actively consult with departments and colleges as to their 
technology needs and plans. Committee members felt that such consultations are not a part of the fabric of 
work for IT Services, or for the departments, for that matter. Consulting with stakeholders needs to become 
an automatic part of IT Services procedure. 
 
Further, once input is provided to IT Services, the contributors need to know what will happen to it or has 
happened to it. The fate of the input is still a mystery. 
 
Sam and Scott shared with us that ACITAS Chair Troy Bassett had charged members of that committee to do 
focus groups at the school/college/program level by Thanksgiving. They also said that ACITAS is trying to 
make changes in its structure in order to provide greater continuity from year to year. Gail said she would 
find out who the new ACTIAS rep to ITCO is (Michael Wolf). 
 
Gail asked for other recommendations that ITCO might make. She mentioned technology in support of course 
evaluation, item 3f in the 2009 document. Barry commented that ETCS had worked a bit on developing its 
own course evaluation system. He pointed out that changes in course evaluation systems might happen 
locally before they happen campus wide. Jens Said that he had used Blackboard to do his course evaluations. 
 
Comments on Recommendation 5 regarding continuous evaluation of future and existing technologies from 
the 2009 document centered on using a variety of methods, in particular, using open-ended, qualitative 
methods that would yield richer data and communicate the high value the evaluators place on the faculty’s 
input. Committee members agreed that evaluations did not have to be big surveys all the time. Time 
intensive study methods could be used in a multi-year rotation, for example. Short surveys, either with closed 
questions or with open-ended questions could be used more frequently. 
 
ITCO FAQ Web site 
Who uses the web site? Check google analytics. Steve indicated that there had been 30 unique users of the 
ITCO web site in the past month. We need to make a decision about maintaining this web site, which is 
organized from the perspective of faculty members. (NOTE: CELT’s Paul Fager has volunteered to handle the 
updates. Please send any revisions for ITCO to him.) 
 
We discussed the usefulness of Vibe in answering the questions that ITCO’s web site was designed to answer. 
Several ITCO members did not know about Vibe. Sam and Scott explained that the IT Services Knowledge 
Base is in Vibe. One or two people did not know about the Knowledge base, either. Sam said that the KB 
could be reached without using one’s IPFW login and demonstrated this on her iPad. 
 
 
 



ITCO Meeting Notes 
December 3, 1012 

 
Present: Jens Clegg, Scott Vitz, Sam Birk, Steve Carr, Troy Bassett, Cheryl Truesdell, Barry Dupen, Betsy 
Berry, Gail Rathbun 
 
Revision to ACITAS charter 
Troy reported on the ACITAS meeting on Nov. 28. ACITAS agreed with our comments, biggest suggestion 
was to put the phrase “instructional technology” into the charge of the proposed revision to ACITAS. 
Troy emphasized that all Senate meetings are open, so interested faculty can show up to express 
concerns about technology. Troy said ACTIAS discussed oncerns about the continuity of ACITAS. The 
committee decided that it will have a chair and Associate Chair. Since member terms are set by the 
Senate, they decided to informally designate a “ past chair, current chair and chair elect.” Thanks from 
Troy to ITCO for prompting action. ACITAS voted to send the revised recommendation on to ITPC and 
URPC (Senate committee). They discussed having working groups or sub-committees, which may invite 
people who are not Senate members to participate (they just won’t be able to vote). 
 
Cheryl said that the changes to ACITAS will hopefully be on the ITPC meeting agenda in December. Mike 
Wolf is ACITAS rep. to ITPC. Senate elections are in March, so several of the ACITAS members will 
change. 
 
IT Services Strategic Plan 

Troy said that Bob had presented the 2nd draft of the IT Services strategic plan to ACITAS. Bob wants 
faculty input. ACITAS will put together a survey in the spring asking for input from faculty, followed by a 
Forum led by ACITAS. Bob is supportive of this. Sam suggested mentioning the forum to Steve Sarratore 
to schedule as faculty forum. Barry suggested that the survey ask two open-ended questions. What are 
we doing well? How can we improve? 

Gail commented that there was no mention of faculty governance bodies in the plan. Steve noted a 
weak pedagogy outlook. How are decisions being made/will be made. Nothing in the plan about the 
decision making process. Cheryl has comments that she will forward to Bob. Troy - there is little about 
assessing outcomes. Cheryl and other ITCO members compare ITS’s plan to IU's strategic plan, which 
describes “This is where we are going to go and this is how we get there.” Barry again made a case for 
the need for changing the position of the screens in the ETCS classrooms. Needs to be mentioned or 
won't get done. (This screen positioning issue is symbolic of frustration felt by faculty. This is a problem 
that interferes with teaching, is fairly simple to solve, but how to get it done remains a mystery.) 
 
Sam and Scott pointed out that Bob’s perception of what a plan is and our idea of a strategic plan are 
very different. His perception Is more conceptual, big picture, and general. The details that the 
committee is looking for are in the Appendix, Scott said. 
 
Others commented that the draft plan seems so general and so broad, it does not say anything. Open to 
people's whims. 
 
An effective process for getting things done is to take this issue to Steve Sarratore, VCAA, and urge him 
to tell IT what is needed.  Faculty input to the VCAA, who then carried the message to the VCFA, is what 
got the Blackboard change done, Sam said. 



Frustration was again voiced that faculty input is not considered. VCAA goes to bat and results happen. 
 
Gail said that she would pass ITCO comments along to Bob, with appreciation for encouraging and 
including our input in the plan. 
 
Report from Blackboard Evaluation Committee 
Cheryl  reported on the progress of the BB evaluation sub-committee of ACITAS. Evaluate, is this the 
best we can do? Met twice. Could we really do a proper evaluation of all the systems that are out there 
and compare with BB. Input from faculty and students—we need to get this data, too. The committee 
met last week. They asked, why would we want to change systems? Why don't we look just at BB and 
provide evidence that we should stay independent, with our own instance. At the ACITAS meeting, Bob 
Kostrubanic said that he must cut $230,000 from budget.  This is about what it costs per year for our 
own instance of Blackboard. The impression created was that BB could be axed without input from 
faculty. The committee encouraged Cheryl to focus the sub-committee’s efforts on providing evidence 
to support an argument for keeping our own instance of Blackboard. Steve suggested looking at use of 
Student Technology fee, since paying for Blackboard is in question. The student computing labs are 
dinosaurs. There is a need to re-envision the use of physical space in light of BYOD, blended/hybrid 
learning, and other transformational technologies and evolving assumptions. 
 
The committee returned to the theme of : In the next three years, look forward, where do we want to 
be?  
 
Facebook for crowd sourcing instructional technology information 
Jack Kaufeld recommended that we set up a vibe wiki. This is not really the right method or place for 
what we want to do. We can just go ahead and set up a Facebook page that will pull people to the ITCO 
web site. Send out on the CELT Clipboard Friend us. Provides prompts to look at posts. Pushes a 
notification out to Friends. However the same issue arises again, Facebook needs someone to mind it. 
Also too many notifications can drive people crazy. Use of Facebook has to target specific events or 
topics and be strategic. 
 
Spring ITCO meeting schedule 
The committee agreed to meet 2 times next semester. Steph will send out a doodle. To the committee. 
Jens will be on sabbatical but he still wants to know about the meetings. 
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